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the video sound on or off
A perfect pairing of traditional American diner classics with Latin, Caribbean & southern specialties.
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The Menu
Known for the 'Best Baked 
Goods in Brooklyn'!
Come visit Brooklyn's premier diner. Enjoy a perfect pairing of traditional American diner classics with Latin, Caribbean & Southern specialties. Delicious plates including: Cajun, Caribbean, Latin & Many Other Global Influences


                    Our Menu                                      
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The Absolute Best Diner in New York
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Where flavor and passion meet
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We have catering options 
for all occasions!
Inquire about catering
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Catering Events
Let us cater your next event
Let us bring the flavor to your event. Whatever your event, we have the perfect catering options to choose from.


                    Inquire                                           about catering
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Reviews
Review by - Yelp

                  Alicia B:
                  


Omgsh where do I start?! I absolutely love this place. The food is phenomenal. Don't let me start talking about the crab legs. Bomb dot com. The Cajun sauce pairs perfectly with it...



Review by - Yelp

                  A'seelah D:
                  


I've been coming to Lindenwood Diner for years, and their service has been and is always great. Their drinks are good and so is the food. The service staff are quick and attentive...



Review by - Yelp

                  Tanya J:
                  


I've been coming to this diner/restaurant since I've been about 13 years old. You cannot pre-beat the breakfast omelette at this place as well as the shrimp Parmesan for dinner!...



Review by - Yelp

                  Bre S:
                  


The owner is 'One of a kind' the food is absolutely incredible! Service is always on point. If you are visiting Brooklyn or anywhere near in New York get to this place!



Review by - Yelp

                  Tashima D:
                  


This place is life.  Love it!! The people working there are friendly and the food is great. I went there every Friday during the summer to get my crab legs...
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Visit Our 
Sister Location
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Location

2870 Linden Blvd
Brooklyn, NY
11208


Hours


                        Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat                    

                        9:00 AM - 12:00 AM                    


Find us on...

Twitter pageYelp page

Contact us

(718)-235-6343
info@royalcoachdiner.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


